
MOUVEMENT 15

      

GEORGES LE FUR     -



« Wether musical or human, 

        the movement marks tempo and motion » 

« In my research, rhythm falls in line with motion, then separates in 
order to even merge better. Finally they will land on material. Once 
created, the graphics invites to reading more than watching and is 
therefore comparable to a partition of music or a book.

Some will see a crowd of people, moving on a Jazz Symphonie, 
whereas others will see silhouettes walking through the early mor-
ning fog.

Non is mistaken, because we are free to interpret as we wish. My 
works are only men’s stories that I am writing inexhaustible for over 
20 years. »
              Georges Le Fur
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Collection Georges Le Fur - Turrini



« Wether musical or human, 

        the movement marks tempo and motion » 

This piece of furniture, Mouvement 15, is made out of Krion. 

Krion is a material that is warm to the touch and similar to natural stone. It 
is made of two-thirds natural minerals (ATH – aluminium trihydrate) and a 
low percentage of high-resistance resins. This composition gives KRION™ 
a number of exclusive features: it does not have any pores, it is anti-bacterial 
without any type of additive, it is hard-wearing, highly resistant and easy to 
repair, only requires minimum maintenance and is easy to clean. Thanks to its 
solid surface, every types of stripes, microcomputing or deep, can be elimi-
nated by a simple sanding in the paper 500. 

The material allows to cut the sheets, connect them and thermoform them to 
create curved sections, and can even be injected during the production process, 
making it possible to create different designs and projects that are impossible 
to achieve with other materials. 
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MOUVEMENT 15
..........................................................................

49 units
L2200 x D500 x H750   //   L1800 x D500 x H750
Collection : Georges Le Fur x La Maison Turrini

Collection Georges Le Fur - Turrini
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